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ime" I want you to be thinking of three
rhead'. and their hearts, and think about
gifo.In this way, you can find yourself in
c this ston'is in you.
all of our ancient ancestors. The long-
r zuch rvonderful gifts. I hope we are a1l

Í hurnans. It is our story. Think about
r5:Think about where this story is in you.
line is one ofour cousins oÍ ancestors.
Brr ston'and it's a continuing, ongoing
fo ston too, every one ofyou. Soon we
rrt chapter ofour story.

THB F'ouRTH GnBer LnssoN:
Tlte Story {Language

(Elementary Levels)

The Fourth Great Lesson is a Montessori introduction to human
language. It is actually not a single narÍatle,but is divided into
three parts, each with an accompanying story. The three stories

are The First Word (p. 111), Tlte Ox and tbe House (p.lI4), and
Tlte Piece of Paper that Sees and Speaks (p. 118). As its name sug-

gests, The First Word is an origin story about the birth of human
speech. The Ox and the House looks at the beginnings of the
alphabet, thus its focus is writing. Reading is the subject of The

Piece of Paper that Sees and Speaks. By using these three stories,

all three of the components oflanguage-speaking, writing, and

reading-are introduced in a narrative way. They should be pre-
sented in the order in which they appear in this book.

Tlte First Word
INrnooucrroN

Have you ever wondered what might have been the first
human word? Certainly theÍe once was a first word, the very first
word ever spoken. At some time in the distant past, someone

spoke, and humans have not been silent since. This is a part of
the Fourth Great Lesson, The Story of Language.

The story, called Tbe First Word, takes the position that the



Place your
hands upon
your abdo-

men and feel
around.
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first human word was mama (or manama), a word uttered by a
chlld. Mama is a powerful and meaningful word to which all
children can relate. Children know how important a mother isl
certainly the word is important as well. It carries strong emo-
tional content.

' We also say that while rnama is the first word of humanity, it
has also been the first word of most humans. Of course, the word
is a noun.This gives some credence to the theorythat nouns may
have been our first part ofspeech.

Source: Tbe First Word is an entiÍely original story, which
I wrote.

4§- 5to*"
E She was veÍy, very excited.

She was very happy and excited about what might be hap-
pening. She lived in a time before people spoke. She lived in a

time before there were names. She lived in a time when people
communicated with gesture and with movement, and even with
grimaces. In this time, people communicated with sounds, but
not words or language.

She was excited because something was stirring inside of her
and she could feel inside of her the stirring and the moving, the
changing that was growing inside of her. She knew; from having
seen others in her clan, that the stirring and moving inside of her
meant that a new one would join them soon.

As she grew and expanded, she could feel the new one.
Sometimes there would be little changes. There would be things
that would make her think "it livesr" or "there's something in
me." Sometimes she felt a movement, sometimes even an inner
bump or a kick.

She was so very hrppy that this new one might be among
them at some time soon. As every day went by she would put
her hands on her belly in this way and feel the young new one
as it moved around inside of her. She wondered how it got there.
What caused it to be there? What had happened that made it be
there? And what would it be like?

But she couldnt express those wonderings. She couldnt
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mice those questions, because there werent any words to ex_press them yet. There simply.were no ;;;r. Nobody had everlsed words yet.
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And do you kno,,À/ what? It is still the first word. It was the

first word, and today, it's still the first word. It's the word that
has the most power. It's a word with energy and strength. It's a

word with beauty. All languages start with a word-they must

start somewhere. Our own words can start with something as

powerful as "mama." MrÉ. that was your very first word!

Tlte Ox and tlte House
INrnooucrroN

Tbe Ox and the House is an origin story that addresses the

development of the alphabet. The title comes from the Proto-

Canaanite and Semitic alphabet. The first letter of that alphabet

was aleph or alif.
It is generally thought that the original letter aleph comes

from an eady Semitic word, which means, "bull" or "ox." The

earliest letter was actually a pictograph shaped like the head of
an ox. This eventually led to the Greek letter alpba (o) and to

our present letter A.This accounts for the ox in the title of the

story.

The word house in the title comes from the second letter of
early Semitic alphabets, which was bet or beth, meaning "house,'

which was also originally a picture (of a simple house). This
early letter evolved into the Greek letter beta (0) and is now our

present letter B.

The story tells of a boy namedAlirn,whose name in Arabic
means "wiser" "learnedr" or "scholar." Alim makes a great dis-

covery about letters. He and his family have been using picto-

graphic images to depict things, such as an ox, a house, afinget,
or water. As he thinks about his name, he realizes that it starts

with the same sound as aleph the ox, which is a source of pride

to him. As he thinks about each sound of his name, he idly
sketches the pictures that are linked with each sound. Suddenly

he has written four pictures in order and has in fact discovered
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the alphabetic principle that a symbol can stand for a sound,

not just for a thing.
When offering this story, I write or draw each symbol as

Alim thinks about it. Eventually, the four letters together create

his name. Be sure to write from right to left, as most Semitic

languages are written.
Source: Tbe Ox and tlte House is based on a traditional

Montessori concept, from which I wrote this original story.

$p Stonv
Ei Th.r. was once a young boy named Alim. Alim lived in
a place called Phoenicia, in an area. close to the Mediterranean

Sea. This story takes place very long ago, thousands ofyears ago.

Alim's father herded a large gÍoup of oxen, which are big,

strong cattle. Of course, Alim himself wanted someday to herd

oxen. He wanted to follow his father.

Alim had been named Alimbecause it means "wise oner" and

his parents had hoped that with that name he would become wise

and strong and know so rrmch that he would be all-knowing. We

will be the judges, as we listen to this story as to whether their

great wishes came true.

Alim lived in a house-reat7y a hut-that in their language

was called beth.Beth meant hut or maybe house. In those days,

they could draw a picture, also called beth, which showed the

house where they lived. Using a picture to show something was

the only way that they could write.
If Alim wanted to show his family that he had gone to his

house and he was not there to tell them he could just draw this

picture, beth, and they would know, "Oh, Alim is in the house,

he's gone to the house. He's taken the oxen back. He's inthe beth,

the house."The picture or symbol meant house.

One day,Alim left his house to go

out with the oxen and take them to a
grassy pasture. Now the name for an

ox in those days was aleph.

Aleph is the ox, and the symbol

or pictograph of aleplt that they used

Figure 9:

This is the

Show a globe
or map at
this tlme,
locating ancient
Phoenicia on
the eastern
end of the
Mediterranean
Sea.

Draw a picture
of the Proto-
Sinaitic symbol
beth, as in
Figure 8.

Figure 8:

This is the
Proto-Sinaittc beth.

Draw a picture
of the Proto-
Sinaitic symbol
aleph, the head
of an ox, as in
Figure 9.

in order and has in fact discovered
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As each letter
is named you

should show a

card with that
Phoenician

symbol on it, or
you may draw

the symbols
yourself .

Draw a picture
of the Proto-

Sinaitic symbol
lamedh as in

Figure 10.

Figure 10.

This is the

Proto-Sinaitic

lanedh.

Here, do not
say the name

of the letter
y, like vvye.

lnstead, try to
say its sound

like yuh.

Draw a picture
of the Proto-

Sinaitic symbol
yodh as in
Figure 1 1 .
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was this. The ox. AIim was walking with the oxen when he re-
alized something amazing. The name Alim and the word aleplt
start with the same sound. "Isnt that interesting?" he thought to
himself. "I'm something like an ox myselí I am strong, like an ox."

"ATim.Aleplt I am A1im, ateplt.l am an ox."
And Alim walked with strength and power in his walk-like

an ox might walk-as he thought to himself how strong he was.
He was proud to be like an ox, so stÍong.

Now, Alim had a goad for the oxen. A goad is a pointed stick
that he used to prod and move the oxen. Sometimes he used the
goad to pull on the oxen, or to poke them to make them go where
he wanted. A goad helped to direct the oxen. The Phoenician
word for goad was lamedb.With the goad, lamedh,he was moving
the oxen along, and this is the symbol that means the goad, the
ox goad or the ox stick, that helps to move the oxen.

Alim was moving them along when he thought that lamedb
and Alim both share something. His name, A1im, and the goad,
lamedb,both have the "111" sound in them. Alim thoughr, "Well,
in a way that works, because Alim has the goad. Alim, lamedh,
that's interesting."

Alim had never thought about sounds and words before-
that words could have a sound or maybe more than one sound.
Because in those days each symbol always meant a complete
word. Larnedltwas simply the goad, the thing that moved the ox
along. This was something worth thinking about.

As Alim walked with the oxen and his goad, he pointed
forward to water where he was taking the oxen, and he extended
his arm to point, and he thought "that's interesting, because the
word for arm is yodb." And as his arm came forth, he thought
again,"yodlt is like the'y'sound in Alim. Yodh, Alim.Y. Y."

So Alim drew a picture in the sand that shows the symbol
for the arm, yodh.This is the symbol that he drew, and it means
yodh, arm.

L-C
Figure 11.

Alim said to himsel{, "Alim, strong
like the ox, aleph. Powerful with the
goad, lamedlt With his strong arm,

This is the Proto-Sinaitic 1todh. yodlt." As he said each sound he acted
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walking with the oxen rÀ/hen he re-
The name Alim and the word alepb
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Alim said to himse[ "Alim, strong

the ox, aleplt. Powerful with the
lamedh. With his strong arm,
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it out a bit, stomping like an ox when he said aleph,swinging the

goad when he said lamedh, and flexing his arm ashe said yodh.

These sounds are interesting, and they are all about me!

At that moment, they arrived at the pool ofwater where the

oxen were about to drink, mem.Thewater is cilled mem.This is

the symbol for mem,water. Alim thought,
"Isnt that interesting? I hear that'mmmm'
in my name, too. At the end, mernisllke

Alim." He said itagain,stretching out the

last sound, "Alimmmm ..."
Alim thought to himself "A1im, strong like the ox, aleph.

Powerfiilwith the goad, lamedh.Wrth the strong arm,yodb.Yital

like water, mem." Now, once again, as he said each sound, he

acted it out a bit, stomping again like an ox when he sard aleplt,

swinging the goad once more when he said larnedh,flexing both

of his arms as he said ya db, and making wave motions with his

hands ashe said mem.

Alim drew all four of these pictures, he drew the picture of
the ox, ateph;the picture of the goad,lamedh; the picture of the

arm reachingout,yldh;and the picture of thewater,mem.

Figure 13.'Íhis is Alim spelled in right to left Proto-Sinaitic script.

Then a most miraculous thing happened, something that

had never happened before, something that changed human life

for all time. Not just for Alim, but for all of us. For Alim suddenly

thought that this first picture, alepb, lamedh, yodh and mern,had

four sounds. They were the four sounds that started each word.

If Alim said the sounds, they could make his name, Alim, A1im.

Alim. "My name Alim."
Before this there was no symbol for Alim, but now Alim felt

like hed literally written a word-with four pictures, he could

actually make his name. There's no single picture for AIim, like

Í17

Figure 12.

This is the

Proto-Sir,aaÍj,c mem.

Draw a picture
of the Proto-
Sinaitic symbol
mem, as in
Figure 12.

Put the four
Proto-Sinaitic
pictures that
you have
drawn to form
Alim,buï
arrange the
letters right
to left so that
they seem to
spell mtla, as in
Figure 13.

While saying
Alim, stretch it
out, emphasiz-
ing each initial
sound. Point to
the four sym-
bols in right to
left order as
you pronounce
lhem alePh,
lamedh, yodh,
mem." As he said each sound he acted
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there is for water, like there is for the arm, like there is for the
goad, like there is for the ox. By drawing these four pictures
together he could write Alim. So, he wrote it over and over and
over and over again. Then he scratched it in the rock where it
still could still be seen today, Alim.

At the end of the day, Alim took his oxen back to the house,
betlt.He was so excited that he drew the picture for the house as

well, even though it didnt fit in his name.

When Alim got to his house, he told his family the story of
the ox, the goad, the arm, and the water, and he showed them his
name, and the symbol of the house. Alim even wrote his name
on the house itself,

Today, many, many years later, Alim is no longer alive. But
\Me still do have the ox and the house as well as the goad, the arm,
and the \Mater. We actually have them right here.

It's true! The ox, alepb, and the house, beth, have changed
a lot over all these thousands of years, but finally they were re-
named by the Greeks as alplta and beta. Those two symbols,
especially, have come down to us in a unique way, because, put
together, they made our word atpltabet.The ox and the house be-
came the beginning of our alphabet, the first two letters. This is

the story of the Ox and the House, how our alphabet came to be.

So the story is told, and here it ends.

Tlte Piece of Po?er tltat
Sees and Speaks

INrn.ooucrroN
This story is another part of the Fourth Great Lesson, the

Story of Language. It tells the children about the importance of
reading, which makes Tbe Piece of Paper tltat Sees and Speaks a

curriculum story as well.
The story tells of a master gardener, Phyllis, who wants to

send some fruit to a friend named Albert.To do this, she employs

Once again,
display the

Proto-Sinaitic
beth card, as in

Figure 14.

Figure 14.

This is the Proto-
Sirajtic beth.

Show the
Greek letters

alpha and beta.

CI,B
Figure 15.

These are the

Greek letters

alpha and beta.
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of the Fourth Great Lesson, the
children about the importance of

Piece of Paper tltat Sees and Speaks a

gardener, Phyllis, who wants to
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a young lad from a nearby village. The child cannot read, so he

does not know why Phyllis includes a piece of paper along with
the fruit. Eventually the fruit is delivered (twice), and the use of
reading is revealed.

The Piece of Paper tbat Sees and Speaks makes use of dramatic

irony. The children in the class realize what is going on even

when the child in the story does not. The audience relishes this

knowledge. Sometimes they may even want to saywhat is going

on, as if to tell the character what is happening.

This story is a traditional Montessori story that goes back

many years. No one seems to be certain who it was that first told
the story, but it has changed extensively. My version has had very

substantive rewrites and changes; even the characters Phyllis and

A1bert have specially chosen names.

I never reveal the meanings ofthe names to the children, nor

do I even hint that they have special meanings. However, it has

happened that later, in some cases many years later, that some

children have discovered that the names have meanings.I have

had them come to me with eagerness to share their discovery. I
will leave it to you to discover the meanings of the names, if you

should like to.

This story is told early in the year, every yeaÍ.The children

love it.
Source: Tbe Piece of Paper tbat Sees and Speak: is based on a

traditional Montessori tale that I have very significandy altered,

updated, and reworked in story form.

4§[. Sronv
EE Once upon a time in a faraway land, there lived a talented

gardener. Now; her name was Phyllis, and Phyllis loved to gar-

den. Oh, she had the most beautiful gardens. Phyllis had flowers

that were impressive, with lovely blossoms. They were wonderfi.rl.

And the delightful scent, ahhhh, the beauty.

Phyllis had vegetables that were luscious and delicious. They

were beautiful as well. She had asparagus with great feathery

fronds, and beans that climbed high poles. There weÍe tubers,

roots, and stems of all sorts that were wondrously edible.Albert.To do this, she employs
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Of all of her plants, Phyllis was most famous for her fruits.
She had fruits that made people come from miles around just
to see them. Deep-red strawberries, luscious plums, dark-
green melons, tasty pears. But most of all, Phyllis had delicious
peaches.

Phyllis grew peaches that were unheard of in any other gar-
den anywhere nearby. Each beautiful golden globe carried a scent
of heaven. The beauty of the peaches' shading and color was only
exceeded by their magnificent taste.

Oh, these peaches were so wonderful, so huge, and so ex-
cellent; but they only came at a certain time of year. So, if one

were there, perhaps if one were vety) vety luclqy, Phyllis might
share her peaches. She might give you a peach. Then you would
be in heaven, for these were peaches beyond any thatyou have
ever experienced.

One day, at the time when the peaches were ripening on the
trees and they were laden with scent and they were heavy with
fruit, Phyllis summoned a young boy in the village nearby. She
said, "I have a gift. I have a gift for my friend, Albert, who lives
some distance down the road. Can you please carry this gift to
my friend for a small token of my friendship?" The child was
h"ppy to do so.

So, Phyllis took a basket out to her orchard where she care-
fully plucked twelve beautifirl, perfect peaches. The bouquet
arose like a scented perfume, an exotic aroma from the Orient
that filled her nostrils with loveliness. Phyllis was also filled with
happiness that her friend, Albert, would soon be receiving these
magnificent peaches.

She carried the peaches back to her house in the basket and
covered them completely with a clean, white, folded linen cloth.
The boy was watching her as she did this. Then, at the last min-
ute, she thought of something.

She thought of something, and she picked up a piece of
papyÍus, or paper and something like a crzyon. On the paper,
she made some sorts of marks. She made marks on the paper,
folded it up closely, and put the paper under the cloth. Then she

gave the basket with the peaches and the papeÍ, covered by the
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cloth, to the child and he took them and off he went on his long

journey to Albert's house.

As he walked along, it turned out that it became a verywarm

day and the heat of the sun beat down. He was strong and young,

so he kept walking, but the heat of the sun also caused the basket

of peaches to waÍm. As they warmed in the sun, they gave off the

most exotic perfume. They gave off a scent that was irresistible.

They gave off a smell of deliciousness. They gave off an indica-

tion ofgreat taste and flavor that could be located inside that bas-

ket if only he could-well ... but ... but no, he couldnt do that.

Soon he came to alarge rock by the side of the road, a 1Íeat
stone, casting a shadow; and he felt this might be a good place

to sit for a while, rest in the shade, and cool a litde bit.

As he sat there with the basket next to him, he thought,
"Well, after a)l,who would know if I took just one peach? How

would Albert even know? I mean, I can be very carefi,rl. Who
would know? I can take just one."

And before his thinking was even over, he noticed óat he

had opened the linen cloth at the top so that he could admire the

beauty of the peaches.Then he thought, "Well, it reallywouldnt

hurt to take one in my hand and just feel it for a little bit." As

he reached to take a peach, he noticed the piece ofpaper, but he

thought,"Who cares?" So, he tookthe peach, andyou knowwhat

happened-he sunk his teeth into it.

Once that had happened, he thought he might as well eat

the whole peach. So, he ate the peach, and it was indeed just as

delicious, just as juicy, just as great as he had imagined. When

he was done, he cleaned up, put the paper baèk in the basket,

covered the basket with the linen cloth, and went on his way.

Now; when he reached Albert's house much later in the day,

he presented Albert with the gift, saying, "From your friend,

Phyllis, who has grolvn these beautifirl peaches for you." Albert

was so very delighted. He said, "Oh, thank you."Then he opened

up the basket, took out the piece of paper, and looked at it. Then

he looked at the peaches, and then he looked at the paper. Hmm.

Finally, Albert looked at the child and he said, "I see you must

have eaten one."and the paper, covered by the
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How did he knowi How could he know? How could he

know that? "There's only one way," thought the child, "that piece

of paper must see and speak. It must have seen what I did and

somehow it must speak to Albert." And he mulled this over all

the way back to his home. How could a piece of paper see and

speak?

We1l, it was only a few days later when Phyllis called the boy

one more time. It turns out she had another fine crop of peaches,

and once again she had filled another basket that she wanted

to send to Albert. "Would you again, for a small token of my

appreciation, please carry this basket to my friend Albert, as you

did before?"The child said, "Yes."

The same thing happened. She went to the orchard, she

plucked the peaches, she put them in the basket, and she covered

them with the beautiful white linen cloth. Once again, she took
a piece of paper and made marks upon it, then she put that piece

of paper, folded, into the basket.

Once again, the young boy started on the long walk, and

once again the hot sun from above shone down so that, again,

he was hot, tired, and a little bit hungry. Again, the smell of the

peaches rose from the basket, assailing his senses with beauty

and elegance.

As he walked, as he trudged along, he came to that same

rock. And at that same rock, where he remembered that he had

stopped before, he stopped once again. He looked at the bas-

ket of peaches and he thought, "We11, somehow the last time

Albert knew." He thought about this. It was the piece of paper,

he thought.
So, he opened up the basket and very carefully took the piece

of paper out and set it over to the side. He put a big rock on top

of it so that it couldnt see what he was about to do, and then
he was ready. He carefirlly selected a beautiful ripe peach. It was

perfect. He enjoyed that peach firlly.
He cleaned up and covered the basket back up. Only then, he

took the piece ofpaper out from under the rock and slid it back

inside the basket under the linen cloth. It had not been able to
see a thing!With a great deal ofjoy in his heart, he went on, all
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the way to Albert's house, knowing that the piece of paper had

not seen what he had done.

When he arrived at Albert's house, Albert happily opened

up the package, looked under the linen, took out the piece of
paper, and looked at it. Then he said again, "I see that youïe
eaten another peach. I hope it was delicious."

How could he know? How could he know? The piece of pa-
per couldnt see; it was covered up. All the way home, he troubled
himselfwith this question until he got back to the village and he

spoke to his father.

The next day, the boy and his father went to see Phyllis and

they said, "Please, wise lady, you have a magic gift. You haye a

mysterious gift. You teach paper to see and speak. Can we buy
the secret from you? Can we somehow pay you to teach us the
magic, to teach us this wonderfiil gift?"

As the boy and his father explained what had happened and

as they told her about the piece ofpaper that sees and speaks,

she smiled at them and said, "This gift is beyond any price that I
could name. This is a gift that I shall not sell, but I shall give for
free. Because all people should have this gift, for it allows you to
make papers around the world speak to you. This is the gift called

reading. And that gift I shall give to you, your village, and your
people without charge, fully from my heart, for it's something
that all of us should have and will give us all great pleasure. It will
give you pleasure just as it has me." And you know whati That's
exactly what she did. And all learned to write and read, just as

you shall in this class.

And this is a true story. And if it isnt, it should be.
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